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One severe problem in frame-based description languages
in that computing subsumytion
in computationally
intractable for languages of reasonable expressive power.
Several partial solutions to this problem are used in
knowledge representation
systems that incorporate such
languages, but none of these solutions are satisfactory if
the system is to be of general use in representing knowledge. A new solution to this problem is to use a weaker,
four-valued semantics for frame-based
description languages, thus legitirnirmg a smaller set of subsumption
relationships.
In thiv way a computationally
tractable
but expressively powerful knowledge representation
system incorporating a frame-based description language can
be built.

Brachman

et al.,

19851,

There

is a

trade-off

ond must be instances
of the first, that is, if the
general than the second. For example,
the concept

expressive

subsumes

the concept

person each of whose friends is a doctor who has
speciality,

some

guages all instances
of the first.
power

and

com-

putational
tractability
in knowledge
representation
formalisms
[Levesque
and Brachman,
19851.
If the formalism
is expressively powerful, such as standard
first-order
logic, then reasoning in the formalism
is time-consuming,
perhaps even undecidable. This may make the formalism
unsuitable
as the basis of
a knowledge representation
system.
Formalisms
that are computationally
tractable,
such as standard
databases,
are much
less expressive.
Even many expressively
limited formalisms
are
computationally
intractable,
as is standard
propositional
logic,
which has NP-complete
reasoning.
This trade-off is present in frame-based
description
languages
[Brachman
and Levesque,
1984). These languages
formalize the
notion of frames, a notion present in many current
knowledge
representation
systems,
as structured
types, often called concepts. The languages
include a set of syntactic
operations
that
are used to form concepts,
and other, related,
notions such as

slots. They

also include a formal model-theoretic
semantics
for
these syntactic
expressions.
Thus frame-based
description
languages are a sort of logic, one which can be used to represent
a
useful kind of knowledge.
The concept-forming
operators
vary between different framebased description
languages but generally allow the creation of a
concept

as the conjunction

a set of restrictions
Such concepts

of a set of more general

on the attributes

can be loosely

of instances

rendered

concepts

and

of the concept.

as noun phrases

such as

a student and a female whose department is computer science,
and who has at least 3 enrolled-

courses, each of which is a graduate-course
department is an engineering-department.
Frame-based
description
languages
man and Schmolze,
19851, NIKL
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first is more

person each of whose male friends is a doctor

Introduction
between

KANDOR

The most important
operation
in frame-based
description
languages is determining
if one concept
subsumes another.
Informally, one concept subsumes another if all instances
of the sec-

in standard
frame-based
description
languages.
cause, in the standard semantics for frame-based

I

and

whose

are part of KL-ONE
[Brach[Schmolze,
19851, KRYPTON

of the second

concept

must

This is so bedescription
lanalso be instances

Unfortunately,
subsumption
is a complicated
relationship
and
can be difficult to compute.
This problem
first came to light
during the formalization
of part of KL-ONE
where it was discovered that the subsumption
algorithm
in KL-ONE
was incomplete
(Schmolze and Israel, 19831. The complexity
of computing
subsumption in KL-ONE
and NIKL, which has a similar frame- based
description
language,
is still unknown
and the problem
may
even be undecidable.
More recently,
Brachman
and Levesque
[Brachman
and Levesque,
19841 showed that computing
subsumption in a very simple frame-based
description
language was
NP-hard,
indicating
that computing
subsumption
in more expressive frame-based
description
languages
is very difficult, at
least in the worst case.
Since computing
subsumption
is the
most important
operation
in frame-based
description
languages
and will be performed
oftenr, this is a serious problem in these
languages.
There are several ways to partially
solve this problem.
The
first partial solution is to simply ignore the problem.
The examples used by Brachman
and Levesque to show that computing
subsumption
in their frame-based
description
language
is NPhard are not likely to occur in actual knowledge bases. Perhaps
computing
subsumption
will be reasonably
fast in actual knowledge bases. This sort of solution occasionally
works well but will
fail for more expressive
frame-based
description
languages,
such
which have no known total algorithm
for computing
as NIKL's,
subsumption,
and whose best known solution
problem into a theorem-proving
problem.

is to translate

the

The second partial solution is to limit the expressive
power of
the frame-based
description
language.
The problem with this solution is that the expressive
power must be very severely limited
‘h the current design of KRYPTON, new concepts are created as part of
resolution steps, leading to a great number of new subsurnption questions
being asked during dedurtiona.

to achieve
man

and

computational
Levesque.

tractability,

Nevertheless,

as discovered
this

was

the

by Brach-

solution

used

in the version
of KRYPTON
actually
implemented
[Brachman
et
al., 19851, which has a very limited frame-based
description
lan-

guage,

in which

subsumption

A combination

in easy to compute.

of these two solutions

was used in KANDOR.

In

true nor false, and also both true and false. The semantics
used
in this paper are very similar to these four- valued semantics.
Of course, there are problems with using different semantics.
The standard
two-valued
Tarskian
semantics
for logic, which
serves as the basis for the standard
semantics
of frame-based
description

languages,

has been in existence

for quite some time

this system the frame-based
description
language
is more powerful than that of KRYPTON,
but still limited expressively.
Computing subsumption
in KANDOR
is co-NP-complete
in the size of

now.
It is generally
agreed that this semantics
captures
our
intuitions
of how the world actually
is and that the inferences
sanctioned
by it are a reasonable
set of inferences.
Any other

numbers appearing
in concepts but is otherwise tractable.
Moreover, this computation
is quite fast in normal
circumstances.
Also,
KANDOR,
like many other similar systems,
keeps track of
subsumption
relationships
in a concept
taxonomy
so that each

semantics
is liable to be less intuitive than this standard
semantics and perhaps may be so counter-intuitive
that it is useless for
knowledge
representation
purposes.
The goal of this endeavor
is to produce a semantics
for frame-based
description
languages
that is still intuitive but which also has tractable
subsumption.

subsumption
question need only be asked once. In this way, the
worst case behavior of the subsumption
problem in KANDOR
is
rendered

less harmful.2

A third
algorithm,

solution
is to provide only a partial
subsumption
one which does not discover
all subsumption
rela-

tionships,
only an easy-to-calculate
solution used in KL-ONE
and NIKL,

subset of them. This is the
where only simple subsump-

tion relationships
are discovered.
In this solution the algorithm
for computing
subsumption
is no longer fully defined by the semantics of the frame-based
description
language.
There is little
basis for deciding
exactly
which subsumption
relationships
to
discover, except the reasons of expediency
and tractability.
The
danger

is that

simply

an ad hoc set, with little relationship

the discovered

subsumption

the frame-based
description
language,
acterized
nor used effectively.

relationships

will be

to the semantics

and can be neither

of

char-

Given that none of these solutions
is satisfactory
for framebased description
languages,
where reasonable
expressive
power
implies very difficult subsumption
and where the semantics must
be followed because
the system is supposed
to be representational, is there a solution to the problem?
Unfortunately
there
is no solution

if the standard

semantics

for frame-based

descrip-

tion languages is to be strictly followed. However, there is a way
to legitimixe the third solution, by using a weaker semantics
for
frame-based
sumption
This
per.

description
relationships

fourth

solution

languages,

one that

and which

supports

has tractable

is the one that

fewer sub-

snbsumption.3

will be explored

in this pa-

II

A Frame-Based

The benefits and problems of using four-valued
this purpose
will be illustrated
using a particular

representation

system.

The

advantage

19831,

except

for the lack of number

various constructs
in the language
are simple and are based on
the intuitive meanings
of the basic constructs
in typical framebased knowledge representation
systems.
Constructs
in this language

which

analogous

have

grammar
are
languages.)

derived

<concept>

work was later

extended

[Patel-

KANDOR

ARGON

[Patel-Schneider

to represent its knowledge,

et al.,
builds

19841,
conrepts

a query

language

for each

leading to a large number of subsumption
questions
being asked.
the performance
of subsumption
in KANDOR is of vital importance

query,

using
thus

Therefore,
to ARGON.

‘It is important
that the new semantirs
be weaker
than the standard
semantics
so that all reasoning
in it is sound with respect
to the standard
semantics.
4These developments
are along the general line of Prisch who has argued
that any Artificial
Intelligenre
program,
knowledge
representation
systems
in particular,
should be the complete
implementation
of some formalism
with model-theoretic

semantics

[Prisch,

19851.

or KRYPTON

NIKL,

have

::=

from

the

<atom>

other

frame-based

is used
in this

description

]

::=

::=

(E
(2

<role>
<role>

<atom>

<role>)
<role>)

]

1

(and-role <role>+)
I
(restr <role>
<concept>)
Here atoms

are the names of primitive concepts or roles. The
for concepts and the and-role construct
for roles
creation
of conjunctions.
For example,
(and adult

and construct
allow

‘However,

X,

(and <concept>+)
1
(some <role>)
1
(all <role>
<concept>)
1
(rvm <role>
<role>)
I
(sd <concept>
<binding>+)

<role>

This

in

meanings.

(A linear syntax
The grammar
of 7% is as follows:
here for purposes
of clarity and brevity.
The keywords

conjunctive

form.

counterparts

intuitive

<binding>

normal

restrictions.5

has two major syntactic
types-concepts
and roles, corresponding to the frames and slots of most frame-based
knowledge
representation
systems.
As in these other systems, concepts represent descriptions
of related individuals
and roles describe relations between these individuals.
The intuitive meanings of the

3P

of using

19851 to produce
a decidable
variant
of first-order
entailment
that could be used as the basis of a
representation
system.”
Both of these efforts were
four-valued
model-theoretic
semantics
where propobe assigned not only true or false, but also neither

semantics
for
frame-based

tics is intractable.
This language,
called 3P,
is meant to be
similar to the frame-based
description
languages
in KL-ONE
and
NIKL and the initial specihcations
of KRYPTON
[Brachman
et al.,

propositional
tautological
entailment
is that computing
inference in it is computationally
tractable
if formulae
are kept in
Schneider,
tautological
knowledge
based on a
sitions can

Language

description
language.
The language
given here is considerably
more general than the language
7c presented
in [Brachman
and
Levesque,
19841, for which subsumption
in the standard
seman-

Weaker
semantics
have also been proposed
for assertional
knowledge representation
systems.
(An assertional
knowledge
representation
system is concerned
with assertions
or facts instead of frames.)
Levesque
[Levesque,
19841 suggested
that
propositional
tautological
entailment,
a weak version of propositional relevance
logic, could be used as the basis of a simple knowledge

Description

the

male person)
was an adult,

would
a male,

represent

the concept

and a person,

i.e.,

of something

that

a man.

The some construct
guarantees
that there will be at least one
filler of the role which is its argument.
The all construct
restricts
the fillers of a role to belong to a certain concept and the rvm
(for “role-value-map”)
construct
similarly restricts
the fillers of
a role to stand in some other relationship
to the individual.
The
“The

reason

for not including

number

KNOWLEDGE

restrictions

will be seen later.
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restr (for Value restriction”)
construct
allows for the creation
of roles constrained
by the types of their fillers. In this way the
concept of
a person with at least

is a lawyer,
friend
is rendered

and

one child, each of whose

each

of whose

is a slightly

sons

possibility

siblings is also a

(and person (some child)
(all (restr child male)
(rvm sibling friend)).

Similarly,
There
intuitive

lawyer)

The sd (for “structural
description”)
construct
tying together
of various fillers by means of some

permits
the
other object,

a feature
borrowed
from KL-ONE.
This construct
concept of a project-broadcast
message or

allows

the

a message for which some project exists such that
each sender of the message is a project-member
of
the project, and each project-member
of the project
is a recipient of the message

are mapped

(C sender project-member)
(2 recipient project-member)

Formal

The above discussion defines
intuitively
what the constructs

)).

Semantics
the syntax of 3p and indicates
Howare supposed
to model.

is no formal definition of the exact
This meaning
is defined in terms

meaning of each
of the following

semantics.

The basic ideas behind the semantics
are similar to the ideas
behind other denotational
semantics.
There is a set of possible
worlds or models and a mapping which maps syntactic
objects
into semantic
entities in each of these possible worlds.
However, since the semantics
is four-valued,
the mapping
is more
complicated.
This is because it is not sufficient to simply state
conditions
specifying
where something
is true and rely on the
fact that where something
is not true, it must be false. Instead,
separate
conditions
for truth and falsity must be given, as in
three-valued
logics.
world, each concept is mapped
first set is the set of individuals

called

semantics

its positive

estension.

The

into two sets of
that belong to
second

is strictly

is a triple,

their

negative

be individuals

and also individuals

Et and

d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d

not be complements

of each

that

are members

of neither

that

are members

of both

There

of these

of these

sets,

sets.

f f must

E ft[(c

(d,e)

(d,e) E ff[(c
(44 E f’[(1
(d,e) E ff[(z
(d,e)

satisfy

ifF

Vs

r s)]
r 41
r s)]

iff

3~

ifF

Vz

8

3s

into

constraints:

For

any

E ff[r]

or (e,z)

E f’[s]

E ff[s]
E ft[r] or (e,z) E ff[s]
E ff[r] and (e,z) E f’[s]
E f’[r]

and

(e,z)

for each i, (d, e) E Et (r;]

rl . . . rn)]

two concepts,

(D,f’,ff),

(d,z)
(d,z)
(d,z)
(d,z)

rl . . . rn)]
iff

sumption?

/ SCIENCE

the following

r s)]

E f t[(and-role

better characterizes
such individuals.
Under this reading,
the
first set is the set of individuals
known to belong to the concept
and the second set is the set of individuals
known not to belong
to the concept.
Individuals
that are members of neither set then
to the concept and are not known not
This is a perfectly
reasonable
state
concept.

A
Et

in terms

iff
for each i, d E E’[ci]
f’[(and cl . . . cn)]
iff
for some i, d E lf[ci]
&f[(and cl . . . cn)]
iff
3e (d,e) E &‘(r]
E’[(some r)]
X
Ve (d,e) E ff[r]
Ef[(some
r)]
iff
Ve (d,e) E Ef[r] or e E E’[c]
ft[(aIl r c)]
iff
3e
(d,e) E Et[r] and d E f f[c]
Ef[(aII
r c)]
iff
Ve (d,e) E ff(r] or (d,e) E f’[s]
f t[(rvm r a)]
f f[(rvm r s)]
iff
3e
(d,e) E ft[r] and (d,e) E ff[s]
E ft[(sd c bl . . . bn)]
3’
3e
e E ft[c] and,
for each i, (d, e) E f ‘[bi]
d E f f[(sd c bl . . . bn)]
ifT Ve e E f f[c] or,
for some i, (d, e) E f f [bi]

situation,

to belong

of situations.

D is a set of individuals.

&t and E f also map bindings

extensions.

set is the

other.

corresponding
to the
constructs
of the lan-

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

Individuals
which are in both the positive and negative
extension of a concept
are hard to characterize
using the above
description.
A description
of the semantics
in terms of knowing

$46

of

of D x D.

subsets

(d,e) E f’[(restr r c)]
(d, e) E ff [(restr r c)]

two sets need

to the

pairs

is a function
from concepts
to subsets of D and from roles to
subsets of D x D, mapping concepts and roles into their positive
extensions.
Ef is a function from concepts
to subsets of D and
and roles into
from roles to subsets of D x D, mapping concepts

these

to belong

two sets of ordered

defined

(LJ, Et, E f).

(d, e) E f f [(and-role

are not known

a

Now subsumption
is defined as one concept subsumes another
if the positive extension
of the first is always a superset
of the
positive extension of the second and the negative extension of the
first is always a subset of the negative
extension
of the second.
This is the obvious way of defining subsumption
in a four-valued

set of individuals
that definitely do not belong to the concept,
called its negative
extension,
Unlike in two-valued
semantics,
may

into

but can be considered
information.

guage. For example,
the positive extension
of (and cl ~2) must
be the intersection
of the positive extension
of cl and cz and its
negative
extension
must be the union of their negative
extensions. In this way the intuitive notion of conjunction
is made
formal.

The

III

the concept,

roles

to rationalize

of inconsistent

are restrictions
on this mapping,
meaning of each of the syntactic

situation

Here the senders and the recipients are tied together by means
to both the
of some project, which has a certain relationship
senders and the recipients.

In a particular
individuals.
The

state

semantics.

as

(and message
(sd project

ever there
construct.
extensional

harder

in the light

individuals.

as

to be rendered

for a system that is not a perfect reasoner.
Individuals
that are
members
of both sets are, inconsistently,
both known to belong
to the concept
and known not to belong to the concept.
This

iff

for some i, (d, e) E f f [ri]

ifF

(d,e)
(d,e)

ifF

c’ and

ft[c’]

E f t[r] and

E ff[r]

c, c’ subsumes

2 f’[c]

and ff[c’]

(e) E f ‘[c]

or (e) E ff[c]

c if, for every
c ff[c].

How well does this semantics
reflect intuitions
about
the
meaning of concepts
and roles and how well does it model subOn the first point,

model as a situation
negative

extensions

the semantics
does rather well. Define a
where, for every concept c, the positive and
of c are disjoint and together
exhaust
the

domain of the model, and, similarly,
the positive and negative
extensions
of roles and bindings are disjoint and exhaustive.
In

The subsumption
algorithm
works
the following equivalences
to transform

models

canonical

the above

semantics
given

semantics

for frame-based

here

reduces

to the standard

description

is a minimal

mutilation

languages.
required

two-valued

The semantics

to go from

a two-

valued semantics
to a four-valued
semantics.
There is nothing
added besides what is needed to get from two truth values to
four truth values, in this particular
way.
Semantics

based

on four

truth

values,

such

as this

one,

the

propositional
semantics
of [Levesque,
19841, and the first-order
semantics
of [Patel-Schneider,
19851, are reasonable
for systems
with limited reasoning
power.
Such systems
do not have total information,
thus the presence of truth-value
gaps, and also
cannot resolve inconsistencies,
thus allowing for inconsistent
situations.
On the second point, modeling
subsumption,
the semantics
also does fairly well. First, since the set of models is a subset of
the set of situations,
and since the requirements
for subsumption reduce to the standard
ones on models,
reasoning
in this
semantics is sound with respect to the standard
semantics.
This
soundness is an important
ture some of the intuitive
languages.
Second,

the actual

tics form

requirement
if the semantics is to capideas behind frame-based
description

an interesting

set (as will be shown

The sort of subsumption
ple ones,

relationships

relationships

that

in this semanmore

fully later).

are valid are the sim-

4. (rvm r (restr s c)) z (and (rvm r s) (all r c))
5. (restr (restr r ~1) ~2) E (restr r (and cl ~2))
6. (and-role

(some speciality))

)).

or modus

For example,

ponens.

(some speciality))

),

i.e., a person whose friends are all doctors and whose friends
who are doctors all have some speciality, is not subsumed by
(and person
(all friend (some speciality))
i.e., a person whose friends all have
because, in four-valued
situations,
it is
might both be a doctor
and not be
specializing,
thus falsifying (all friend
falsifying neither
(all friend doctor)

),

. . . sn) c), where

Showing

Computing
that

subsumption

ful than subsumption
that it is any easier

each si is an atomic

role.

Then (and cl . . . cn) is subsumed by (and ci . . . CL), where
both are in canonical
form, iR for each i from 1 to m there is a
J’ in the range

1 to n such that

from

one of the following

cases

holds:
is an atomic

C:

2. CL = (some
=

ci

3.

concept

and cj =

c:,

r’) and cj = (some r) with r’ subsuming

r,

(all r’ d’) and cj = (all r d) with d’ subsuming

d

and r’ subsumed by r,
(If d’ is of the form (all si d\), then use (restr

r’ (some
(all si d’,) use

some speciality. This is
possible that some friend
a doctor,
as well as not
(some speciality ) ), but
nor (all (restr friend

semantics

subsumed

by s’, where,

is less power-

in the standard
semantics
does not show
to compute.
To do this requires defining

an algorithm,
showing that is an algorithm
for determining
sumption
here, and calculating
how fast it runs.

sub-

for each k, there

is some i such that

bj = (5 r sk) and r subsumes r’, and, if bi is of the form
(2 r’ s’), then (and-role
r1 . . . q) is subsumed by r’,
where, for each k, there is some J’ such that bj = (2 rk S)
and s subsumes

s’.

Also (restr (and-role s1 . . . s,) c) is subsumed by (restr
(and-role si . . . sk) c’) iff for all i there exists i such that
sj = si and c is subsumed
by c’. The
the obvious modifications
to this rule.
are two very

Theorem

important

other

properties

cases
of these

for roles

are

algorithms.

1 The algorithms correctly determine subsumption
i.e., they are both sound and complete.7

in

this semantics,

Theorem 2 The algorithms
run in time proportional
square of the sum of the sizes of the two expressions.
Therefore,
subsumption
opposed to subsumption

Subsumption
in this

5. c; = (sd d’ b: . . . bi) and there is some J’ such that cj =
(sd d bl . . . b,) and d is subsumed by d’ and, for each i,
if bi is of the form (G r’ s’), then (and-role s1 . . . s,) is

There

(some speciality)).6

IV

r r2) c)

In canonical
form, conjuncts
of a concept
are not themselves
conjuncts,
the second argument
of ails is not a conjunct,
the
second argument
of rvms is an atomic role, and all other roles
81 , . . sn) or (restr (and-role a1
are of the form (and-role

instead of r’, and if di is of the form
(restr si (some 8;)) instead of s\, etc.)

that are valid in the standard
twohere involve reasoning
using the law

(and person
(all friend doctor)
(alI (restr friend doctor)

doctor)

E (restr (and-role

4. c: = (rvm r’ s’) and ci = (rvm r s’) with r’ subsumed
by r, (recall that s’ must be an atomic role),

(and person
(all friend
(and doctor

middle

(restr r1 c)rz)

8:))

subsuming

of the excluded

of and and and-role

and associativity

3. (rvm r (and-role s1 82))
= (and (rvm r 81) (rvm r 82))

(alI (restr friend male) dot tor))

Subsumption
relationships
valued semantics
but not

form.

1. commutativity

such as

(and person

use
into

2. (all r (and cl cz)) - (and (all r ~1) (all r cz))

1.

subsumption

as- follows.
First,
roles and concepts

This

computational

to the

in this semantics
is easy to compute,
for 3Z in the two-valued
semantics.
gain would

not be very

interesting

as

if the

subsumption
relationships
in the semantics
are totally uninteresting. Of course, something is lost, but the remaining subsumption relationships
the subsumption

must, at least, form an interesting
subset of
relationships
of the standard
two-valued
se-

mantics.
“Note
still valid.
prevents
false,

thus

that

in a three-valued

The
both

existence
the

doing

classes

nothing

semantics,

of a friend
from

that

being

to make

8Ub8UmptiOn8

is neither

true

and

a doctor

does

the subsumption

not
invalid.

like this

one are

nor not a doctor
force

either

to be

‘The

proofs

be included
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paper

are

too long

on four-valued

to fit in this paper

semantics

but

for frame-based

will
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languages.
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Fortunately,
this is the case.
Au examination
of the subsumption
algorithms
given above shows that subsumption
in
this semantics
is very closely related to the subsumptions
com-
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subset of the standard
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This is not a total solution, because no
total solutions
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because it does not yet handle number restrictions.
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step
towards a principled,
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powerful,
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alleviate the computational
problems of frame-based
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